INTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANEr) enables wireless communications between participating mobile nodes without the assistance of any base station. Two nodes that are out of one another's transmission range need the support of intermediate nodes which relay messages to set up a communication between each other. The broadcast operation is the most fundamental role in MANETs because of the broadcasting nature of radio transmission: When a sender transmits a packet. all nodes within the sender's transmission range will be affected by this transmission. The advantage is that one packet can be received by all neighbors: the disadvantage is that it interferes with the sending and receiving of other transmissions. creating exposed rerininal problem that is. an outgoing transmission collides with an incoming transmission. and hidden renninal problem, that is, two incoming transmissions collide with each other.
Blind flooding, where each node forwards the packet once and only once. makes every node a forward node. If the forward nodes are not carefully designated, they will trigger many retransmissions at the same time which congest the network. This is referred to as the broadcasr storm prohlein [I] . The fact that onlv a subset of nodes forward the broadcast message and the remaining nodes are adjacent IO forward nodes can be used to reduce the broadcast congestion but still fulfill the broadcast operation. Basically. forward nodes form a connected cloininating set (CDS) . A dominaring set (DS) is a subset of nodes such that every node in the graph is either in the set or is adjacent to a node in the set. If the subgraph induced from a DS of the network is connected. the DS is a CDS. Finding a inininnun connecred cloininating sei in a given graph is NP-complete; in a unit disk graph. it has also been proved to be NP-complete [21.
Along with the high transmission contention and congestion. MANETs also suffer from the high transmission error rate in radio environment. Therefore, it is a major challenge to provide a reliable broadcasting under such dynamic MANETs.
We aim to reduce broadcast congestion by decreasing the number of the forward nodes yet still providing high delivery ratio for each broadcast packet in a high transmission error rate environment. As pointed out by other researchers. providing total reliability for broadcasting in MANETs is impractical and unnecessary when the physical communication channels are prone to errors. Usually. acknowledgments (ACKs) are used to ensure broadcast delivery. However, the requirement for all receivers to send ACKs in response to the reception of a packet may become another bottleneck of channel congestion and packet collision. which is called the ACK iinplosiiin prohlein Our goal is to reduce the number of forward nodes without sacrificing the broadcast delivery ratio. Specifically, we propose a simple reliable broadcast algorithm. called doirblecovered broadcast (UCB) . that takes advantage of broadcast redundancy to improve the delivery ratio in the environment that has rather high transmission error rate. Among I-hop neighbors of the sender. only selected forward nodes will retransmit the broadcast message. Forward nodes are selected to meet the following two requirements: ( I ) the sender's 2-hop neighbor set is fully covered and ( 2 ) the sender's I-hop neighbors are either forward nodes or non-forward nodes hut covered by at least two forwarding neighbors-the sender itself and one of the selected forward nodes. The retransmissions of the forward nodes are received by the sender as the acknowl-
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edgement of their reception of the packet. The sender's nonforward I-hop neighbors do not acknowledge the reception of the broadcast. If the sender fails to detect all its forward nodes retransmissions during a period of time, it assumes that a transmission failure has occurred for this broadcast. either because of the transmission error or because of the forward nodes' out-of-range movement. The sender re-sends the packet until it detects all forward nodes' retransmissions or the maximum times of retries is reached.
The proposed algorithm has the following merits:
(1) Only the forward nodes transmit the packet so that the broadcast collision and congestion are reduced.
( 2 ) The retransmissions of forward nodes are also used as the ACKs to the sender so that no exua ACKs are needed.
This scheme avoids the ACK implosion problem.
(3) The failure to overhear the forward node retransmission will trigger the sender to retransmit the broadcast so that the loss of a broadcast packet can be recovered in a local region.
(4) Each non-forward node is covered by at least two forwarding neighbors so that its chance to receive the broadcast packet successfully is doubled even in a high transmission error rate environment.
Simulation results show that the algorithm provides high delivery ratio. low forwarding ratio, low overhead and low endto-end delay for a broadcast operation under high transmission error rate environment.
The remaining part of the paper is orgariired as follows: Preliminaries are briefly introduced in Section 2 . Section 3 describes in detail the double-covered broadcast protocol. In Section 4, we simulate the broadcast protocol by using n,s-2 test-bed and compare its performance with other reliable broadcast algorithms. Finally, some conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES We describe a MANET as a unit disk graph G ( t ) =(V, E ) ,
where the node set V represents a set of wireless mobile nodes and the edge set E represents a set of bi-directional links between the neighboring nodes. Two nodes are considered neighbors if and only if their geographic distance is less than the transmission range i'. A view with respect to a particular broadcast process is a snapshot of network topology and broadcast state. The status of each node is determined by itself or by its ncighbor based on a particular local view. All views used for status decision of nodes are made within a period. so G ( t ) can he simply represented as 6. For a specific node. the upstream node that has sent a broadcast packet to this node is viewed as a fomurded node. A fornard node is a downstream node designated by this node that will forward the broadcast packet; a non-forward node is a downstream node that is designated not to forward the packet. Notice that the node status under the current view will be changed in the next view. that is. a forward node iti current view will be a forwarded node in the next view.
For convenience. we use iVk (v) (Figure 1 (a) ). is selected.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until C7 becomes empty.
Lim and Kim [SI provided a dominant pruning algorithm (DP). Unlike the MPR. the D P excludes the coverage of the forwarded node from the current node's 2-hop neighbor set. Suppose U is the last forwarded node and c is designated as the next forward node. U selects its forward node set from (Figure I (b) ). 
B. Reliable Broudcasling
In general. a reliable communication needs some feedback from receivers. Many approaches are provided for reliable communications in wired networks [ I l l . [121. 1131. [141. The basic categories of reliable communication schemes are sender initiated and receiver initiated approaches [15] . In the sender initiated approach 1111, 1141. the receiver returns a positive ACK to the sender for each message it receives. The sender needs to maintain all records far each receiver to confirm the success of the delivery. Only missing packets are retransmitted by the sender. either to individual requested receivers. or to all receivers. The drawback of this scheme is that the sender may become the bottleneck of transmission when simultaneous ACKs return. Moreover. the amount of records that the sender must maintain may also g o w large. In the receiver initiated approach [12] , [13] , the receiver is responsible for reliable delivery. Each receiver maintains receiving records and requests repairs via a negative acknowledgement (NACK) when errors . occur. Several strategies can be applied for the receiver initiated approach. such as sender-oriented, flat-receiver-oriented and hierarchical-receiver-oriented approaches. The problem of the receiver initiated approach is the long end-to-end delay since the sender must wait for the next broadcast packet to determine if the previous one is successfully delivered or not. Therefore, it can be applied only when the sender has many packets to be sent.
There are several reliable broadcast schemes ( [3] . [16] j that aim to suppress MAC layer's collision and provide reliable MAC layer transmission. In the network layer, most reliable broadcast protocols come from the routing protocol proposed by Merlin and Segall [171: The source starts a broadcast operation by sending a message to all its neighbors and waiting for the ACKs from its neighbors. When it receives all these ACKs. it sends the message asking thc ncighbors to propagate the message one more hop to their own neighbors.
The neighbors of the source forward the message to their neighbors and send the ACKs back to the source when they receive all ACKs from all their own neighbors, and so forth.
The scheme incurs too much communication overhead and needs swble linkages for MANETs.
A flooding-based reliable broadcast protocol proposed by J. J. Garcia and Zhang [lS] allows the nodes that received the broadcast packet to forward the packet without further notice from the sender. Alagar and Venkatesan [I91 also proposed a reliable broadcast protocol based on flooding. The protocol works as follows: The source broadcasts the message to its I-hop neighbors. When a node receives the message. it sends an ACK back to the sender. If the message is a new one-the node retransmits the message; otherwise. it drops the message.
If the sender does not receive an ACK from any of its neighbor for a predefined period, it re-sends the message. In case some links happen to be broken up, a handshake process is provided to make two neighbor nodes exchange all of the messages they have so far to keep all records identical. The obvious ~7803-8355-9/04/s20.00 02004 IEEE. drawback of these flooding-based protocols is that the flooding may easily introduce the broadcast storm problem. The ACK implosion problem may worsen the broadcast storm problem. Pagani and Rossi [20] proposed to set up a forwarding tree, which is rooted from the clusterhead of source to each clusterhead, based on a virtual cluster architecture for a reliable broadcast in MANETs. The broadcast packet is forwarded downward the tree from the root source to the leaf nodes and the ACKs are collected hy each clusterhead and upward the tree from the leaves to the root. The source retransmits the packet if errur occurs. The algorithm changes to Hooding when the rate of topology change of the network becomes high. Apparently, maintaining the underlying cluster and the forwarding tree is almost impractical in dynamic MANETs.
All the above reliable hroadcast algorithms require each receiver to send ACKs in response to the reception of a packet. These ACKs may become another bottleneck of channel congestion and lead to severe transmission contention and collision which is referred to as ACK implosion prohlem.
A DOUBLE-COVERED BROADCAST ALGORITHM

A. Basic Mea
A broadcast operation requires the packet he disseminated to all nodes in the network. But the interference of the transmission of ncighbors and thc movement of the nodes may cause the failwe of some nodcs to receive thc broadcast packet.
The broadcast rcdundancy can provide mnre chancc for a node to successfully receive the packet. if the sender can retransmit the missed packet, the broadcast delivery ratio can also be improved.
The proposed double-covered broadcast algorithm works as follows: When a sender broadcasts a packet, it selects a subset of I-hop neighbors as its forward nodes to forward the broadcast based on a greedy approach. The selected forward nodes satisfy two requirements: (1) They cover all the nodes within 2 hops of the sender. ( 2 ) The sender's 1-hop neighbors are either forward nodes or non-forward nodes but covered by at least two neighhors, once hy the sender itself and once by one of the selected forward nodes. After receiving the broadcast packet. each forward node records the packet. computes its forwxd nodes and re-broadcasts the packet as a new sender. The retransmissions of the forward nodes are received by the sender as the acknowledgement of receiving the packet. The non-forward 1-hop neighbors of the sender do not acknowledge receipt of the broadcast. The sender waits for a predefined duration to overhear the rebroadcasting from its forward nodes. If the sender fails to detect all its forward nodes retransmitting during this duration, it assumes that a transmission failure has occurred for this broadcast because of the transmission error or hecause the missed forward nodes are out of its transmission range. The sender then re-sends the packet until all forward nodes are retransmitted or the maximum number of retries is reached.
The proposed algorithm utilizes the method that the sender overhears the retransmission of the forward nodes to avoid the ACK implosion problem. Also, the algorithm guarantees that each node is covered by at least two transmissions so that forward nodes m (a) case 1 and @I case 2.
A wmpk nctwork where the node 2 U F~S the FNSSP 10 sdecl 1 s it can avoid a single error due to the transmission collision. Moreover, the algorithm does not suffer the disadvantage of the receiver-initiated approach that needs a much longer delay tu dctcct a missed packct.
B. Forward Node Set Selection Process
We suppose neighboring nodes exchange their I-hop neighbor set information with each other and, therefore. each node o has its 2-hop neighbor set information N~( u ) .
The forward node set selection process executes at each forward node to dctermine its own forward node set. Thcrefore, each nodc U in N ( u ) can bc onc of two cases: 1) v is a forward nodc that will forward the broadcast packet: 2) U is a non-forward node which is adjacent tn at least two nodes that will forward the broadcast packet: one is 16 and the other is the forward node that also covers U . Therefore. U has at least two chances to correctly receive the broadcast packet. Unlike in the DP algorithm [8] where only nodes in N2(u) -N(w) need to be covered by forward node set F(u), the selection process here guarantees each node in iV(u) is covered by the forward node set F(u).
We consider the two c s e s where a node' U determines its forward node set F ( v ) : (1) U is the source of the broadcast:
( 2 ) U is a selected forward node to relay the broadcast packet: Suppose U has already received the packet from a node set V ( U ) and each node 10 in V(w) has its own forward node set F ( w ) . v uses FNSSP algorithm to tind F ( u )
The correctness of the algorithm is easy to prove. We need to prove that (1) n forward node U ' S ?-hop neighbor set N,(u) is completely covered and (2) U ' S I-hop neighbor set N ( u ) is covered twice. Case 1 is a special case of case 2. And the correctness of case 2 is obvious since the algorithm guarantees that N 2 ( u ) is covered by the union of
V ( u ) , U v , t v ( u ) h r ( P ( z ) ) and F ( u ) where all nodes in V ( u ) , u v Z G , q u ) N ( F ( z ) )
and F ( u ) are designated to forward the packet. More over, N ( u ) is also fully covered by U itself.
Therefore. N ( c ) is covered twice.
In the sample network shown in Figure 2 
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C. rile Double-Cuvered Broudcast Algorirhm
The double-covered broadcast algorithm (XI$) is described as a set of event-driven rules. The following symbols are used:
. F ( o ) : the forward node set of node U .
rJ(u): the uncovered ?-hop neighbor set of node U . C,: the counter for the times a packet has been sent by node U .
. Tu: a timer at node U for re-sending the packet.
P(s, G, F ( v ) )
: a unique brWddcaSt packet from source s. attaching F ( u ) , and forwarded by node U .
. TWajt: the bound on the timer for a sender to overhear the retransmission of all its forward nodes.
RT,,,,,: the maximum times of retries.
We assume a broadcast process starts from source s. s uses the FNSSP algorithm to select its forward node set F ( s ) , and then piggyhdcks F ( s ) with the packet and broadcasts the packet among its 1-hop neighbor set h ' ( s ) .
For a node v that receives a new hroadcast packet from an upstream sender 11,. U initializes ils uncovered 2-hop neighbors The sender U broadcasts the packet and waits for a duration
Twm<t to overhear the retransmission of its forward nodes. If U overhears a retransmission packet from'its forward node U , U will be removed from F ( u ) . If U does not overhear from all of its forward nodes during this duration. it assumes the transmission failure has occurred for this broadcast packet. U then computes new F ( u ) to cover the rest of the uncovered U ( U ) and re-sends the packet until the RT,,,,, limit is reached and stops further broadcast attempts.
D. Reliobilie issires
When a sender transmits a packet to all its neighbors. a neighbor may fail to receive this packet because of a transmission collision with other neighbors. the high transmission error rate of the radio channel. or the out-of-range movement of the node. We treat the non-forward node and forward node differently: When a non-forward node U missed the packet (Figure 3 (a) ).
c, :=a 2) uses the Re-send(or Re-selectlRe-calculate) algorithm to determine F ( a )
2) broadcasts P(s.u, F(1;)) among Ar(u) end if based on the FNSSP. U has been at least covered by two forwarding nodes U and f; even when U missed the packet from U . it still has a second chance to receive the packet from f , Note that a non-forward node that missed the packet does not cause other transmission error propagations in the network.
When a forward node f missed the packet, it may cause the transmission error to propagate since forward nodes are the key nodes in the network that need to relay the broadcast packet. There are two main causes for the packet loss:
Transmission collision and high rransrnission error rure: In figure 3 (b) . if f missed the transmission from '11 because of the transmission collision or transmission error of the radio channel, the nodes in the shaded area may also miss the packet.
The simple Re-send algorithm is adaptive to this case: U waits a period of time Tu when it sends a broadcast packet. If U fails to detect f ' s retransmission signal during Tu. IC re-sends the packet until the maximum reuy is reached.
Ont-of-range moveinenr of the node: A selected forward node may move out of the range of the sender node. and this 0-7803-8355-9/041%20.00 02004 IEEE. results in a uansmission failure. In figure 3 (c). f moved out of the transmission range of U and missed the packet. The Reselecr algorithm is used for this case: When U. fails to detect f ' s retransmission signal during T,'. U supposes f has moved out of its range and re-selects alternative forward nodes to cover the area which is supposed to be covered by f .
More specifically. suppose w. selects its forward node set he selected even though they may cover more nodes in V ( U ) than other nodes. In Figure 3 (c), when U does not overhear f ' s retransmission, s may select v and 1u to substitute f for rebroadcasting.
In the above two cases, U does not know i f f is out of its range or not. If U can refresh its neighbor set on time. 11. can recalculate its forward node set on demand when it needs to re-send the duplicated packet based on the FNSSP algorithm.
This method, called Re-calculate algorithm, is suitable for the case when some new nodes move into the transmission range of IL and U re-sends its stored packets locally. 'The downside of this algorithm is its long delay since each node has to wait for enough time to gather all neighbor's HELLO messages for refreshing neighbor set information.
E. Networks with Asyzmetric Links
In the above discussion, we assume all nodes have the same transmission range r . Therefore, the generated network is always symmetric. In real ad hoc networks, asymmetric links may occur for several reasons including different transmission Fig. 4 . A sample nzrwmk with asymmetric l i n k ranges of nodes, local congestion, use of directional antennas and external interference. For networks with asymmetric linksa conservative approach is that two nodes consider each other neighbors only when they are both within the transmission ranges of each other. The asymmetric links are ignored in order to apply the ACK mechanism used only in the presence of symmetric links.
Asymmetric links can also be used to send ACKs. That is. the receiver uses a directed path with multiple nodes to send the ACK back to the sender to c o n h the reception of the packet. that the links in the path ( U :~U ? U ) can also be asymmetric links. Figure 5 shows the reachability ratio of the network with asymmetric links. Reachability ratio is defined as the ratio of number of asymmetric links that have feedback path with at most one intermediate node to the total number of asymmetric links in the network. In Figure 5 . the links of the network are composed of different percentages of asymmetric links from 10% to 40%. We can see that the reachahility ratio increases when the network becomes dense. Also-even when the asymmetric links are as high as 40% of tool links. only 3% of total asymmetric links have no feedback paths with one intermediate node in the case that the size of network is 100. The connectivity o f the network. therefore, can be greatly improved.
For the DCB algorithm. the ACK message is omitted because the sender can overhear the broadcast message when the selected forward nodes retransmit it. Thus. the ACK message can be saved. In an asymmetric network. if the selected forward node. U . has an asymmetric link from its upstream sender U,. U ' S retransmission can nor he heard by U and U needs to send an explicit ACK through the feedback path ( U , 'w, U ) to confirm its reception. In this case, extra ACK overhead from w to U is introduced. m a t is. one explicit ACK from the intermediate node to the sender is needed. Note that since U is a forward node. there is no additional overhead for messages from U to tu.
E Piobabilisric analysis
We study the probability increase for the following case: a node that should forward a broadcast packet but did no( because o f the transmission error. We assume'an error model as follows: A uansmission error may occur at both ends of a wireless channel. that is, an error occumng at the sender may cause all its neighbors to lose the packet and an error occurring at the receiver may only affect the current receiver but does not affect other receivers. We assume that the errors follow the uniform distribution with probability p,,, at both ends of a wireless channel so that nodes can only probabilistically send messages to their neighbors.
For a single transmission from U to 'U (Figure 3 (a) ), the probability of a successful transmission is Ps = (1 -Perr)(l -Per,)
and the probability of a failed transmission is
( 2 )
With the retransmission mechanism, a sender can resend the packet severs1 times if it does not overhear its forward node's retransmission signal, and the probability for a node to successfully receive the message increases. For a foward node f , the probability of a failed reception is 2 Piif) = P; (3) where R is the maximum times of retry and the probability of a successful reception is
For a non-forward node U , its probability o f success is at
We now calculate the probability that a forward node may correctly forward a broadcast packet. In the I-hop neighbor set of f , suppose there are m forwarded nodes (black nodes) that select f as a forward node and R forwarded nodes (gray nodes) that select f as a non-forward node. The probability that f correctly forwards a packet is equaled to the probability that the first transmission attempt is from a black node and the first successful transmission is also from a black node.
Without the retransmission mechanism, the probability of a transmission attempt from a black node is m m + n and the probability of a successful transmission from a black node is
where
the probability that f correctly forwards a packet is
If each forward node has the retransmission mechanism and suppose each forward node can retry up to R times. which is equal tn the case that there are Rm black nodes and RR gray nodes in f's neighborhood. then the probability that f may correctly receive a packet from a black node first is PT(rn: 11) = Pn,(Rml R R ) (9) For example. suppose m=4, 7 7 2 . R=3, p,,,=0.3. by using 
IV. SIMULATIONS
A. Siintilation descriptions
In order to analyze the pcrformance of the proposed algorithm, we ran the simulation under the 71s.' test bed with CMU wireless extension. The simulator parameters are listed in Table I : The network area is confined within DOO x DO0 "a2. Each node in the network has a constant transmission range of 250 'm. We use two-ray ground reflection model as the radio propagation model. The MAC layer scheme follows the IEEE 802.11 MAC specification. We use the broadcast mode with no RIS/CTS/ACK mechanisms for all message transmissions, including HELLO, D N A and ACK messages. Since transmission errors may occur when nodes send messages in real wireless channels, we use the uniform distribution with probability perr at both ends of a wireless channel as the error model. The movement pattern of each node follows the random nuypoint model: Each node moves to a randomly selected destination with a constant speed between 0 and the maximum speed V,,,.
When it reaches the destination, it stays there for a random period T, and starts moving to a new destination. The pause time T, is always 0 in our simulation.
The network traffic load also affects the performance of the protocol; we change the value of constant-packet-rate C P R (packet per second) while each packet has a constant length of 64 bytes. A node may fail to receive a message because of a transmission error, a transmission collision or the node's out-of-range movement. After sending a message. a node will wait for a period of time T,,<, and resend the message until it reaches the maximum value RTmwz. Each simulation was run for 100 seconds and run 20 times to achieve the 95% confidence interval for the results.
1) Chosen algoririnns:
We compare the performances of the algorithms listed in Table I1 through simulations to see the benefits and losses of the double-covered broadcast algorithm.
2 ) Sitnulation metrics: We measure the following metrics: (a) Broadcast delivery ralio: Broadcast delivery ratio is the ratio of the nodes that received packets to the number of the nodes in the network for one broadcast operation.
(h) Broarlcasr forwarding ratio: Broadcast forwarding ratio is the fraction of the total number of the nodes in the network that at least retransmit broadcast packets once for one broadcast operation, (c) Broadcasl overhead Broadcast overhead measures the extra data of !he control packets. including HELLO and ACK messages. sent by each node for successfully accomplishing one broadcast operation. It is measured by bytes per broadcast byte.
(d) Broadcasr end-to-end delav: Broadcast end-to-end delay measures the pericd from the time the source broadcasted the packet to the time the last node receives the packet or no more nodes re-send the packet for one broadcast operation.
3) Affected parameters: We consider the following parameters that affect the performance of the broadcast:
(a) Nehvork size in): The number of nodes in a network determines the density of the network. A dense network will easily cause the collision and contention.
(b) Transmission error rate (peTV): The physical radio channel is affected by many environment parameters. Therefore, the Signal-to-Noise Ratio iSNR) at the receiver may be below the threshold even though the receiver is in the transmission range of the sender. This affect can be estimated as a transmission error rate per?, which specifies the transmission error model that messages may have been lost at both ends of a channel. A large value of the interval will cause the information of the neighbor set to be out-of-date which misleads the forward node's broadcast decision. But increasing the frequency of the interval also increases the cost and causes network congestion hecause sending HELLO messages compares to a flooding operation.
(k) The limes of retry (RT,,d It is intuitive that to increase the times of retry can improve the broadcast delivery ratio but also increase the end-to-end delay. Also. if RT,,,, is set to 0. the algorithm can only get benefit tiom double coverage but not tiom message resend mechanism. By default, we se [ RT,,, resend a second copy of the packet once the fyst one is missed.
In this case. the receiver will have the hest chance to receive a broadcast packet from a shortest path from the source. If.
on the other hand, the value of T,,it is much larger than the broadcast delay. the node that missed the packet is more likely to receive the packet from another neighbor's relaying when a transmission error occurs.
B. Resirlts and Analysis
l j Sensitivifv tu nenuork size: Figure 6 shows the case where the network has low mobility (V,,, = I rnls), low transmission error rate (perr = IQ), very low dam traffic load ( C P R = I pkt/.s), typical hello interval (THELLO = 1 s) and waiting time (Tuait = 50 ms). We identify the affect of network size n, to each metric. The network under this environment can be considered as a static error free network. Most ofthe packet losses come from the transmission collisions.
Figure 6(a) shows the broadcast delivery ratio. We can see that under such environment. 311 algorithms.have high delivery ratios ( > 95%). The delivery ratios of all DCB algorithms (DCB-SD. DCB-ST. DCB-RE) are higher than DP and B F which benefit from the retransmission mechanism. Among all three DCBs, the DCB-SD outperforms the other two. The RBAV has the hest delivery ratio. Notice that even under such a static and very low traffic load environment, BF cannot guarantee 100% coverage. When the size of the network is small (77=30), the network may sometimes disconnect which leads to the delivery ratio lower than that in a large size network. Figure 6(b) shows the broadcast forwarding ratio. Both BF and RBAV have almost every node forwarding while all DCBs and DP have less than 50% of total nodes forwarding a broadcast packet. The DP has the least forward nodes but the gap between DP and DCBs are slight as n increases.
Figure 6(c) shows the broadcast overhead. Since the traffic load is very low, the control overhead such as neighbor set information and broadcast retransmissions cost more than what they save by reducing forwarding ratio. Therefore, BF has the least value followed by DP and DCBs. RBAV shows the highest overhcad of all the algorithms since each node that receives a packet needs to send back an ACK message.
Figure 6(d) shows the broadcast end-to-cnd delay. The DP. BF and DCB have similar short end-to-end delay while RBAV has much longer end-to-end delay.
From this simulation, we can see that the DCBs outperform BF and DP by greatly improving the delivery ratio with very little sacrifice of the forwarding ratio, end-to-end delay and overhead. Although the RBAV has the highest delivery ratio. its other metrics are much worse than other algorithms'. Also.
we notice that under very low data Uaffic load, we cannot use neighbor designating algorithms(such as DCB and DP) that reduce the forwarding ratio to save cost. T H E L L~ = 1 s and TWai, = 50 ms. We change the transmission error rate p,,, from 0% to 30% to see its affect to each metric.
2) Sensitiaity
In Figure 7 (3), we see that the delively ratio is affected by P~,~. When perr increases, the delivery ratio drops for all algorithms. But the DCBs are better than both B F and DP when p,,, is high. Among the DCBs, the DCB-SD is better than DCB-ST and DCB-RE(over 10% when n=100). The forwarding ratio of DCBs and DP are much less than B F and RBAV, Itowever, overhead of the DCBs is similar to DF' , but larger than thc BF (Figure 7(b,c) ). The end-to-end delay of DCB is a lirtle larger than DP and BF (Figure 7(d) ). As we can see, RBAV has the largest value for forwarding ratio, overhead and end-to-end delay.
From this simulation, we conclude that DCBs outperform DP and BF when perr is high. This is due to the retransmission mechanism of DCB. Compared with RBAV, DCB uses much less broadcast overhead to provide comparable delivery ratio while KBAV needs the high forwarding ratio and overhead and long end-to-end delay to reach high delivery ratio.
3) Sensitivip to mobilip of the no&: Figure 8 shows the affect of the node's mobility on the performance of broadcast operation. In this case, R = 100. C P R = I pkbls. perr = 1%. " H E L L O = 1 s and T,,,,,, = 50 ms. We show the affect of the node's mobility to each meuic. Figure X(a) shows the broadcast delivery ratio of each algorithm. The delivery rado of BF and RBAV is almost 100% while that of DCBs and DP drop as the node's mobility increases. DCBs are a little better than DP. DCB-ST is better than DCB-SD and DCB-RE. but the difference is slight. HT,,, is set from 0 to 3. Figure 9 shows the affect of the times of reuy on the performance of DCB-SD algorithm. Figure 9 (a) shows that the delivery ratio can be remarkably improved when retransmission mechanism is applied. On the contrary: increasing times ofreuy only slightly improves the delivery ratio but results in increasing forwarding ratio. broadcnsi overhead and end-to-end delay (Figure 9 (bd) ). Therefore. the best value for the times of reuy is 1. 7 ) Sensifivin. fo waiting f i m : We set Tu,", at 5. 50. 500, 5000 rns to investigate the affect of waiting time on the performance of DCB-SD. In this case. n = 100, perr = 1%:
C P R = 10 p k t l s , THHELLO = I s. The value of the waiting time only affects the delivery ratio and end-to-end delay. The DCB algorithm achieved the highest delivery ratio and lowest end-to-end delay when T,,,, is 50 ncs
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a simple reliable broadcast algorithm that provides high delivery ratio while suppressing broadcast redundancy. This is achieved by requiring only some selected forward nodes among the sender's I-hop neighbor set to forward the packet. The double covered forward node set selection process provides some redundancy to increase the delivery ratio for non-forwxd nodes so that retransmissions can be remarkably suppressed when the uansmission error is considered. The simulation results show that the double covered broadcast algorithm has high delivery ratio, low forwarding ratio. low overhead and low end-to-end delay for a broadcast operation under high transmission error ratio environment. From the simulation. we observe that the DCB is sensitive to the node's mobility. When the node's mobility increases. the delivery ratio of the DCB drops significantly.
The reason for this is that high mobility of nodes makes node neighbor sets outdated quickly. This incorrect neighbor set information may lead to more nodes missing the broadcast packet. An effective method to handle this issue is to allow each node to use two transmission ranges, a small one for sending HELLO messages to find neighbors, and a large one for sending broadcast data messages [21] .
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